Any not fill out form?
Sci.: Combin. openness & skept.
Newton/IAE
Books, flow ideas.
Cali: Essays, class disc, debate (s), Jeremy.
Auditors: Plan's Ca, Can't Indis. But must limit.
Altern. says.
UFO + alien sketches.
Post hoc ergo propter hoc: lever bathtub, SoU address
Add hem.: rising tide lifts all boats. Argue of rich people — but not for this reason invalid. My arouse our suspicions.
Any opinions impermissible? Why?
Start thinking debate topics.
Social consens. e.g. 1st int. death + I would be wrong (Dalai Lama)
Realms of validity: Newton, AE, Joe Taylor, Shapiro/Thibodeau
Counterintuitive: (pl rel. + m.
Why no prizes for finding errors in other fields?
Plants: 1 gen.

Dream:
Conf. lib., ignore misses

Humbly "Could be wrong". David, Bob, Milgram
Even Retraction. E.g. camb. on or.
Strand of Twin.
Lovers/Fatima, et "devil's advocate"

Self-confirming, predate:
Montgomery/counterweight
"On public for stupid misunderstanding."
Others said claim a ethnic group: "Remain of Day.
Mmm

Altern. Days.
UFO + alien sketches